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From Egypt, the cradle of civilization, there has emerged a modern science that offers to balance the energy-quality of our lives, our environment and our technology. This science of BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} encompasses the universal laws and natural dynamics effecting living energy systems, which have been largely ignored in our modern civilization at the expense of our health and well-being. BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} is based on a Physics of Quality, which is the study of the underlying energy-quality information exchange within the resonance and harmonic relationships of energy and shape affecting all living systems. Physics of Quality includes a growing body of knowledge and scientific research that integrates rather than divides our world-view thus narrowing the gap between the energy manifestations of spirituality and science.

BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} uses the energy principles of geometrical shapes to balance biological energy systems within the overall framework of environmental energy interactions. First introduced to the public in the 1990's, BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} was founded by Egyptian Architect and Scientist Dr. Ibrahim F. Karim (D.Sc./Dipl.Arch.-ETH, Zurich), after more than 30 years of research. Dr. Karim’s breakthrough research identified a combination of three essential energy qualities (classifications of energy effects based on the resonance and harmonic relationships of energy and shape) that nature itself uses to balance living energy systems. BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} uses proprietary shapes that replicate and amplify this highly beneficial and natural energy-quality combination. The shapes interact with the body’s own surrounding energy fields, according to the natural laws of harmonics and resonance to introduce the energy-quality balancing effect. The result is a profound qualitative balancing of the body’s energy system, and the harmonization of energy interactions with the environment.

BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} is based on a growing body of scientific research and is an applied science by virtue of its successful applicability in numerous fields. BioGeometry\textsuperscript{®} energy-quality balancing solutions are being applied to architecture, telecom networks, industrial design, boats and airplanes to transmute the effects of environmental energy.
disturbances from sources such as electro-magnetic radiation, structural design, and cosmic and earth-energy radiation. BioGeometry® is also being applied in agriculture, poultry, fish, and livestock farming to increase productivity and quality leading to the reduction of controversial chemicals and artificial treatments. A line of BioGeometry® products for individual and home use is also available to offer basic BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing as a long-term support system for our well-being. Some BioGeometry® Highlights*. . .

A pilot research project under the patronage of the Swiss Mediation Authority for Mobile Communication and Environment (MAMCE), and in collaboration with leading governmental telecom provider Swisscom, implemented BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing to remedy ailments of electro-sensitivity in the rural town of Hemberg. BioGeometry® was successful in eliminating the ailments of electro-sensitivity, among a number of other health conditions that it remedied, as well as positively impacting the overall ecology of the area. Media coverage, supported by official releases by the MAMCE and an independent study of the project, dubbed the results "The Miracle of Hemberg." In a Swiss television interview with the Mayor and residents of Hemberg almost two years later (Sept. 2005), the sustained energy-quality balancing effect of BioGeometry® was confirmed.

*BioGeometry® is not a form of medical diagnosis or treatment. No medical claims are being made. BioGeometry is a holistic environmental science offering energy-quality balancing as a long-term environmental support to the well-being of life.
"BioGeometry®: The Miracle of Hirschberg," Switzerland, 2005
Following the success of the first Swiss BioGeometry® project in Hemberg, Dr. Karim / BioGeometry Energy Systems Ltd. was commissioned by the Swiss local government of the Canton of Appenzel to implement a similar solution in the town of Hirschberg. The project was documented by Swiss TV Channel One (SF1), and the documentary aired on prime-time TV in Switzerland showing how BioGeometry® was successful in eliminating the ailments of electro-sensitivity, among a number of other health conditions that it remedied, as well as positively impacting the overall ecology of the area. The overwhelming positive impact of BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing on the health of the livestock in the area (an important economic factor to this rural town) was remarkable. The documentary referred to the successful project as "Electro-smog: The Miracle of Hirschberg."

“National Virus C Project Success,” Cairo, 1999
Dr. Taha Khalifa, the Dean of the Pharmacology Department at Al-Azhar University, Egypt, announced on Egyptian Satellite TV that the preliminary phase of the comparative National Virus C Project carried out by his College showed that BioGeometry® energy-balancing obtained the best results among all other pharmaceutical and alternative remedies.

“BioGeometry® in Agriculture,” Holland, 1999
A three-year research project at the University of Wageningen, Holland, by Professor Peter Mols on the use of BioGeometry® in organic apple agriculture, concluded that BioGeometry® was effective in eliminating certain parasites and significantly increasing agricultural yield.
Dr. Emoto BioGeometry® Water Crystals, 2005

Dr. Masuro Emoto's pioneering research with water crystal photography captivated audiences all over the world when he published his findings in the international bestseller "The Message From Water." His work gave the world a glimpse of the influence that the quality of energy and the environment has on water by photographing ice water crystals under different energy conditions. Water impregnated with good energy quality formed beautiful, well-balanced hexagonal water crystals, while water impregnated with bad energy quality produced badly formed and unbalanced crystals. Dr. Emoto's technology transforms energy quality into form and Dr. Karim's BioGeometry® uses form to balance energy-quality, and this led to a scientific synergy with amazing results. BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing yielded beautiful, perfectly structured and balanced water crystals. Water is life; 70% of our world and of our bodies is composed of water, and the energy-quality of that water is a mirror of the quality of our lives.
"BioGeometry® Energy-Quality Balancing of Aircraft Environments

BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing solutions have been implemented on a number of private aircrafts to harmonize the increased level of environmental stress on the body in aircraft environments. As a measurement of environmental stress on the body, biofeedback measurements of the body's electrical energy functions from the acupuncture / reflexology points conducted on a crew of one of the larger 747 aircrafts showed significantly more balanced and less erratic readings when compared to the "milder" ground conditions outside the aircraft.

Test on Crew Personnel 1 Outside the Aircraft

In the above diagram and colour coded image we see the state of the person under normal ground conditions. The green line in the graph indicates the state of balance of electrical organ function, and is represented by the turquoise colour around the body in the visual description on the left. Violet indicates under activity, while red indicates over activity. The lower graph, which is a test of the same crew personnel 1 inside the aircraft, shows an ideal state of balance that is rarely achieved even under normal ground conditions. It indicates a very healthy environment inside the aircraft.

Test on Crew Personnel 1 Inside the Aircraft
“National Research Center,” Cairo, 1993
Preliminary laboratory studies at the Egyptian National Research Center showed that BioGeometry® shapes "have a positive effect on biological functions". This led to the first Egyptian patent in BioGeometry® at the Ministry of Scientific Research.

“Successful BioGeometry® Poultry Project,” Egypt, 2001
A research study carried out by Dr. A Hussein of Suez Canal University and the Ministry of Agriculture implemented BioGeometry® energy-balancing solutions in poultry breeding. The published results showed that BioGeometry® was effective in significantly increasing the growth and quality of the chicken as well as lowering the mortality rate.

“BioGeometry® Foundation Training & Licensed Home Energy-Quality Balancing Practitioners
In an effort to spread the benefits and knowledge of BioGeometry® to as many people around the world, Dr. Karim / BioGeometry Energy Systems Ltd. directly or through a growing international network of licensed instructors offers a basic BioGeometry® foundation curriculum for anyone to learn and apply this knowledge to balance the energy-quality of their environments and lives. Licensed BioGeometry Home Energy-Quality Balancing Practitioners are specially trained and equipped with original BioGeometry® tools to offer customized energy-quality balancing solutions for existing homes.
Understanding BioGeometry®

BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing is literally the harmonization of living energy systems. As we all know, physical matter along with everything else in the universe is composed of vibrating energy particles or waves. These energy frequencies don’t vibrate in isolation, but rather trigger other vibrations throughout the total energy spectrum according to the laws of resonance and harmonics. They are also in constant interaction, effecting each other’s vibrations, along with the respective resonance and harmonic relationships.

The combination of the three essential energy-quality components identified by Dr. Karim’s research, which nature itself uses to balance energy qualities in all living systems, are named the “BioGeometry 3” or simply “BG3.” BioGeometry® shapes replicate and amplify this natural energy-balancing BG3 quality, which is concentrated in Earth energy power-spots. These Earth energy power-spots are the energy centers of the earth’s energy framework, and the gateways to the BG3 energy-balancing quality. The harmonization that occurs as a result of the introduction of this amplified energy-balancing quality combination is that the body’s proper qualitative-energy structure is maintained, and every part of the body remains within its proper energy resonance and harmonic relationship with the environment.

Like all other living systems, we are dynamic energy phenomena influenced by the invisible energies that flow through us and vibrate all around us. BioGeometry® harmonizes this constant and dynamic energy exchange process by shaping energy / matter based on its ability to produce an action or effect in order to produce the necessary form that replicates and amplifies the energy balancing BG3 formula that provides this energy harmony.

A Bit More….The Physics of Quality Behind BioGeometry®. In Brief

This is the extension of the existing worldview of physics to incorporate subtle energy-quality relationships between different living energy systems. The key to understanding the BioGeometry® effect is realizing the link between the quantitative and the qualitative with regard to
energy, as well as the relationship between form and function. Quantitative and qualitative scales are two faces of the same coin; with every energy interaction there is both a quantitative and qualitative effect. The frequency or rate of vibration of an energy particle is a quantitative energy observation. The resonance and harmonic relationships that occur with other particles throughout the energy spectrum involves a qualitative effect registered by living energy systems. As there is no absolute measure of quality we use the manifestation of transcendental qualities existing throughout the energy spectrum in any of the sensory ranges -such as a color in the visual range or a musical note in the audible range- as a descriptive scale of quality to be used in all other ranges. We then define this harmonic group of energy particles by a quality that is “vibrating” within the relationship between that energy particle and the energy system of the body. For example, if the energy interaction between a vibrating energy particle or wave from anything in the environment and the body’s energy system is a vibration that is in resonance or in a harmonic relation with the frequency of the color orange then we can define the particles in this harmonic group as having orange quality. In Physics of Quality, we can use either the color scale (orange), or any other standardized scale, because on the subtle-energy level nature registers the abstract or transcendental energy-quality and not the actual color.

In an energy-balanced state everything maintains its proper energy-quality identity, along with its correct polarity (positive or negative charge), and this is reflected in its functional properties. Energy interactions that disturb this state create imbalance / disharmony that is reflected in the functional properties. However, in nature we find that energy-quality balancing BG3 formula that BioGeometry® replicates and amplifies to restore balance between the different energy-qualities (along with the correct polarity) within a living energy system and its interactions with the environment.

Qualitative energy interactions in nature depend on the exchange of quality at very subtle energy levels, so that even energy as subtle as that of form and mental and emotional processes is exchanged. Even though these subtle qualitative changes may be accompanied by quantitative changes, they may not register on current measuring equipment due to the lack of sensitivity.
In light of the above, the relationship between form and function cannot be overlooked in energy interactions within nature. The shape of a leaf or of an organ in our body is not random, but is responsible for maintaining an energy-quality function. A main criterion in BioGeometry® is that giving specific form to a flow of energy produces an energy-quality that is expressed in function. This leads us to a branch of BioGeometry® called BioSignatures®.

BioSignatures®

BioSignatures® are precisely constructed linear diagrams which have the same exact geometric configurations as specific vital energy patterns within the human body. They are similar to the Chinese peripheral energy meridians of the body, but are related to the energy flow within the geometric configurations of the organs in the human body. They play a major role in “forming” the organs’ energy functions. When introduced into the body’s surrounding energy fields, the BioSignatures® are activated by the energy being channeled through them (in a manner similar to electricity activating the printed circuits on a computer chip). The activated BioSignatures® then resonate with the corresponding energy patterns in the human body, causing a harmonic amplification that restores the correct energy flow and qualitative balance. BioSignatures® clear subtle energy blockages and maintain proper flow, as well as introduce the natural energy-balancing BG3 qualities. These corrections are instantaneous on the energy level, but physical manifestations are variable depending on the specific nature of the problem and the underlying energy conditions. A general combination of BioSignatures® is used in the General BioSignatures® Product.

BioGeometry® Energy-Balancing Products

A line of BioGeometry® energy-balancing products is available to provide basic BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing for individual and home use. These products are simplified versions of full-scale BioGeometry® solutions implemented by Dr. Karim / BioGeometry Energy Systems Ltd. (BGES) in research and commercial projects. For more information on BioGeometry products please take a copy of the Products & Instructions Brochure or visit our website.
BioGeometry Energy Systems Ltd. (BGES) (International) & Nozom El Taqa LLC (Egypt) are the official representatives of BioGeometry®. They were established by Dr. Ibrahim Karim in the 1990's to research, promote, and teach the science of BioGeometry®, as well as offer commercial and charitable BioGeometry® applications. BGES holds all BioGeometry® patents, trademarks and intellectual property rights. BioGeometry Energy Systems Ltd. & Nozom El Taqa LLC (Egypt) offer BioGeometry® scientific consulting services in a wide variety of fields, including BioGeometry® energy-quality balancing architecture & design consulting services.

Above: BioGeometry® architecture by Dr. Ibrahim Karim at Portrait Resort in Ain Sokhna on the Red Sea.
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